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Abstract:
Grounded grid amplifiers have beam mentioned briefly in articles and books for several years, but to
the best knowledge of the author, there has not been a direct comparison between- this amplifier and
the conventional types. The purpose of this thesis is to make a comparison, and to point out the
advantages and disadvantages of the grounded grid amplifier compared to the normal type.
The comparisons included are for two of the three normal frequency ranges. Audio and normal radio
frequency ranges are experimentally compared and the third, very high frequency, will be compared
without experimental verifica-tion.
It Is easily seen that commercial requirements of amplifier characteristics will be different. The
comparison will be specific and compare frequency response, tendency to oscillate* and power
requirements. From these the reader will be able to determine which circuit is best for special
applications*
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In literature dealing with .amplif iers .a number of

■

abbreviations a r e ■common and.familiar to the technical
m a n , even though they are not: accepted in the general
JSnglisli vocabulary *

accepted abbreviations

such ;a s K G

.for- Eilocycle» as are used in the radio engineering
literature will be assumed to be well known to the reader?
She object of the research leading t o :this thesis whs
to obtain a practical comparison between the grounded grid
amplifier and the conventional, grounded cathode amplifier^
and to determine advantages and disadvantages of each*
Where has. undoubtedly been considerable research done along
this, line * although-the writer knows of no actual compari^
tive results?

Whe more important, articles are found in

the "literature Cited and Consulted*' section.
Whis investigation was thought to be worthwhile- her

cie's:?' It was known by the writer that triode amplifiers
do not function properly when signals of the very high
frequency range are encountered?
A s a general rule,, the experimental comparison was
done prior to the analytical work.

Whis seemed the most

logical approach, as it appeared hnpracuical to develop©
analytical work which could not be experimentally

/

verified becauee of insufficient'; laboratory equipments: 'i.y
f h e '-exception to this,is in the case of the very high
fr e Q1
U enCy -comparison,

\

lack of very high frequency equip*;

Bient limited the experimental work*

.

/

All experimental.data was obtained for amplifiers built
by the author*

Although these circuit's were hot on,lit: '

for best performance, they were built with the, same general- care given to normal circuits*.

It was felt that to

provide a practical .comparison#, the circuits should be
tested''with both good design a n d .faulty design*. ,The
.1.

'

1 '

grounded grid and conventional circuit' were equally
effected, by poor designb .
Ho special vacuum tube nor equipment was used*
fheie ,are available specially constructed tubes which
are w e # : suited for use in grounded grid amplifier clr*
cults*

These special tubes will not function satis*-

factorily in the conventional circuit*

*7JiHPEITORe I E GrEElRAL
Amplifiers afe aeoesaary In all work dealing with
radio* long distance telephone* and television*

The

amplifier is an electrical device* a vacuum tube and
associated circuit * designed, to increase the voltage or
power of a signal*

A s such* the amplifier should provide

an output which is similar in wave shape but stronger than
the input signal*

In the case of class C amplifiers the

output may have a different wave shape but it must be such
that: circuit elements can resolve it to the same wave ,
Shape as the origional input signal*

If the amplifier, is

to be.used to amplify different frequencies* as is gener
ally the. case * then the amplifier should have a flat
frequency Characteristic,

That is, it should give uniform

amplification to all frequencies u s e d * ;
■There'are several types of amplifier circuits.

The

more common types are the untuned amplifiers used for lew
frequency (audio) amplification and the tuned grid-tuned
plate type used for radio frequencies and higher*
'' v.-The:- tuned circuit has resonant components which are •
subject to stray electric and magnetic fields.

If these

circuit components are so located that energy from the
output circuit can be picked up by the input circuit,
then, the circuit may be able to oscillate.

Sigh gain

triode amplifiers may oscillate because of energy

transtered from the plate to the grid, by the plate to grid
capacity,

useillation is a generation of output that is

independent of normal input signal,.

Oscillation is a very

undesirable characteristic and must, he avoided in ampIlflers,

it is found that the higher the frequency to be

amplified the greater the tendency to oscillate and t h e .
greater the difficulty in suppressing these oscillations.
The usual type of amplifier has the cathode of the
tube grounded, and the signal is fed into the circuit be-*
tween grid and. ground.

The output is obtained between the

plate of the tube and ground.

In the grounded grid circuit

the grid Is grounded, as the name implies, and the signal..,
is fed into the circuit between the cathode a n d ground,- ..
The output is again taken.between plate and ground.

ATJDIO A l P H m B

OOIPAHISQH

The audio amplifier Is normally an untuned amplifier.
This is: because of the difficulty involved in obtaining

'

a tuned circuit which, has a linear response to the wide ■
range, of frequencies encountered.,

A tuned amplifier could

be built to amplify any one audio frequency, but the cir
cuit elements would be large and cumbersome.

In addition ■

to thiSy it is vary seldom that a single audio frequency
would-be. amplified*

The usual case would be to amplify

the entire range of frequencies which are audible.

The

audible range for the' average ear is generally taken to be
from 50 cycles per second to 20 thousand cycles per second
A tuned.', q Ireult- Is* by definition * critical to frequency
and--.therefore is not applicable to a frequency range of
this.type,
. Since-the audio amplifier generally is. required to '
amplify the entire audio range, it must have a flat re
sponse- over this range.

with this in mind, the eonveh- .

tional circuit of Fig* I was constructed,

with this eif-

cult the experimental data was taken for the amplification

(output /input) versus frequency curve shown in Fig* 3 .
The circuit" xvas then changed to the grounded grid circuit
of Fig, 2 , and experimental data taken for the grounded
grid amplifier amplification versus frequency curve shown
in Fig, 3. <»
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It should be noted here that both amplifiers are of
the self biasing type*

That is, the plate current passlug

through, a resistor in the cathode circuit" places the
cathode at a positive dc voltage with respect to ground.
The .igfid remains essentially at ground potential.

The

by-pass condenser serves, to maintain the ac potential
across this resistor at a zero value.
" In the grounded grid circuit, Fig. 2, the signal is
fed into the circuit by the secondary of an audio frequency
transformer in the cathode circuit.

It is possible to

introduce the signal into the cathode circuit through a
condenser connected to the cathode if an impedance is .
placed between the cathode and ground,

It was found that:

this impedance caused negative feedback, voltages caused
by the ac component of the plate current which oppose the
input signal.

Because of this negative feedback it was

found to be more satisfactory to use the transformer as
shown,
. The amplification of" the circuit was calculated by
•ithe usual m e thods. For the conventional circuit the
equation*-

K -u-~BL~-~ was used. This equation is for
Rp R%
mid frequency range and yields a value K = 16.4 ,
For the grounded grid circuit equation (I) page 19
Tl

Teraianl F, E , , 1937, RADIO M M E E I N G , P 177 \ '
MeGraw-iHiil Book Company , Inc,, New York and London
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K - ijl_tJJSJL m s used* The value Is K - 16*9 *
R p + R^.
The -ctirves of Fig® 3' show that both circuits yield.■ .
very .flat characteristics, for the audio ’range *

However9 ■■

the grounded grid circuit maintains flat response over a
little wider range of frequencies*

In both circuits the

amplification falls off at the lower frequencies*

In the

conventional circuit this is because of the increased
reactance of the condensers

and

•■

shown in Fig* I */

In the grounded grid amplifier the reduction of amplifi
cation at low frequency is caused by the increased reacttince-.-of

and because of the characteristics of a trans

former at low frequency*

Since the by-pass condenser

appears in the same position in both circuits9
condenser

the inptit

and transformer cause the difference in

characteristics'*
'■The equations for amplification for both circuits'
show that any circuit change would effect both amplifiers ■'
to the same extent.

These equations contain the same terms

with-the exception of the (ji + I) term in the grounded •
grid- equation*
Fig* 3'-shows no great advantage of one circuit over '
the other at this frequency range*.

A later discussion

of general characteristics will point o u t ,the advantages...of each*

„

....

'

•

m B i o BREQtmmr Am&ispims
The amplifier of Big;* 4 was first constructed without
neutralization and was to he used as a normal radio ff.eV
queney"amplifier for comparison with the grounded grid am
plifier.

This amplifier oscillated at all times.

The

circuit elements were then rearranged to minimize the
inductive coupling between the two tuned circuits, but
it was found that the circuit still functioned as an oscil
lator rather than as an amplifier.

A n effort was then

made to prevent oscillation by completely shielding the
input circuit from ,the output circuit.

Both circuits

were completely shielded external to the tube-*

The cir

cuit still oscillated, and from this it was assumed that"
t h e ■oscillation was caused by lnter^eleetrode capacity ■'
within' the tube,

The tube used was a 6W7 which does have

fairly high Inter-electrode capacities.
: Th order that some experimental comparison could be "
obtained, tne circuit of Big. 4 was modified to provide
neutralization.

The neutralizing circuit feeds a portion

of the output back to the input circuit such that this
energy, overcomes the. signal fed back through inter-electrode
capacity.

This circuit would not be too practical.for vari

able frequency amplifiers, as neutralization, required ad
justment for each frequency in order that neutralization
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was not too. great * - Tho- circuit was adjusted carefully so
that ihsutraliaat ion was j u s t 'enough to aroid -GS'clllatfah*
Several types of grounded grid circuits were -experi
mentally. tried.

The problem, was to obtain a ■satisfactory'

method of introducing, the signal into the -cathode circuit i
Zn the first method the signal was introduced through a .
condenser connected between the -cathode and the tuned
■cathode eix’cuit-*
Fig.. 5-*

The circuit was very similar to that of

This circuit functioned but there was apparently,

a I q s s of amplification -caused by negative feed back*

The

next trial used a condenser connected between the cathode
and an •impedance-, largely resistive, located in place of the
cathode -tuned circuit of Fig.* 5« - Hegative feed back was
.again present-.*-

it was concluded that' inductive coupling,

to a; tuned cathode circuit would be most satisfactory*.
The grounded grid -amplifier of Fig* 5 was then conStruoted-*-

This amplifier did not oscillate-.

This sug-

gested, a possible advantage of this amplifier over the
usual ■type.*

The components of the tuned circuit were,

shifted to increase the magnetic coupling in an attempt to
cause oscillation*

Oscillation did not .occurs- even with .,

rather'direct magnetic coupling between- the output and
input circuits*
' The- circuit was then adjusted;and experimental 'data-'

I

PLtFiGtBbii

takea, to d e t a m l n e it a oharao^eristtos as an.- amplifier.* •.(
It was found that amplification was higher than for t h e ■
neutralised.conventional circuit*

This would he expected

if the circuit ,of Pig, 4 were., overneutralised*.

The

amplification -will.be discussed'more ;fully later,

-I,

The curves of Pig* 6 show the results of the expert^-,
mental data for both the conventional and the grounded
grid BP amplifiers...

f,19^
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The amplification of the gronndeci. grid amplifier' canhe shown by the use of the circuit diagram of. Fig* Z ■.*
Assume that a signal is applied' to the cathode circuit' ..
so that the cathdde is driven more negative with respect
to ground*.

This is negative with respect to the tube gr i d ,■

or the grid is more positive with respect no the cathode».
•.

•>

A more positive grid causes an. increase in plate current,.
which causes the plate voltage to drop in positive value
w i t h ■respect to ground*

Since this is in the same direct,

tion as assumed for the input signal, we see that Bg
and ^Bg have the same direction«' with this in m i n d ,
the equivalent circuit of M g *
to be ?

S - I a Efi!

S shows the amplification

4.:
Er

Xt Is seen that K can approach (ji'+l) as a ’limit if
Zjt1 is much larger than Bp,

This is similar to the ampli

fication of a conventional circuit except that **ja is
replaced.Dy .(ji> I ) a

A s shown aoove.the output signal is .

in phase with the input signal instead of ISO0 out of
phase*

The amplification is somewhat increased over that

of the conventional circuit,
;The following mathematical proof is to show that it
is essentially impossiole for this grounded-grid circuit
to oscillate by itself.

The equivalent circuit of Fig* S

—20 -
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#-214'
will ne used here,

-

-

.simplification* the assumption that 1% is neg*»' ■
ligiole in comparison to I

1 will

oe made.

is justified for frequencies' such that
pared to

o

This assumption
i s 'large com

This normally is the ease.

Gp g is assumed

to he included in
1I - S 6 Ift* I)..- Bn

' $d = 1IzL -

;

. ’

%T"

1I = 1S * 13
I ev V l g t B i ^ J L f c

V

Tg =i|

J V flk g
*

^

kg

:

K =
%

Yg = Sg t JBg

iS ± lL

2L l

*

(2)

JwGks

P
Since K cannot exceed [p.+-1 ) , it is seen that Gg
can never he negative and therefore the circuit is always
passive and cannot sustain oscillation,

& vector diagram for the grounded grid amplifier
current and voltage vectors is shown in Fig*- 9 «

This

diagram, is drawn for an assumed inductive Ioadltf A vector
diagram' for capacitive load would be s im ila r except that

FIG .9
GROUNDED GRID AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT
VECTOR

DIAGRAM

-*■23
.would Ieaa I c Instead ,bf lagging beIxind-B0 .: The .values
of i2 .and

are exaggerated to make them visible-on the

diagram, ■ This diagram ,shows that the angle G2 * between
signal voltage Eg and.the input cireuit current i& , cannot
exceed . T h i s

shows that real power must be supplied .

to the input circuit under all conditions• • The circuit
cannot supply this power itself as shown in the mathe
matical proof , ■

1

'

.. V'

' '.

-24POWEB A m B Y S l e

0?he power input- to a class A

iS;i

- %

grounded grid amplif ier

^p-

- ~Zr?iu + 1)
- ^ p +%

.

- E g e .Jpe Oos ©2
Wliere Eg© and Ipe are effective values and Gg is- the
angle between the grid, voltage and.the plate current#
‘
Bie power output of a class A grounded grid amplifier
is s

^out - E 0
«0

ripZ;

(u^l)
^out ' f t j> + Z L

~f „

J

aB

E«2 t n + D - +
P * zL
'

uE„2 ( u ■» I)
P 4 ZB J

- .s oe ^pe e ° e

(ffj. .

where E oa and Ipa are effective values and ©% is the angle
between the load voltage and the plate current*
-.
/
- it should be noted that in both of the power express
...............

,

,

.

sions above> that i% is assumed equal to ip ,

Jt should

also be, noted that the power input is a portion of the
'
power output expression#
.

''

VJnrclass-E or G amplifiers the plate current flows-•.

for only a portion of a cycle*

Jhat is the tube bias is .

such that the tube is cut off except during a portion of

-

.

'

+ 25*

the oyole when the signal amplitude causes,the tube to
....
v
c o n d u c t The assumption will be made, that the tube has-:
linea.3?. c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s so that the plate current.wili/pe' ..•* •A.■

a portion of a sine wave during the period of conduction,if the input is a sine "Wave« . This assumption is true if .
the signal is large enough to drive the operating point.■
beyond the small non linear portion near out-off, and if
the plate voltage is held equal to or above the grid volt
age. - If the instantaneous grid potential exceeds the in
stantaneous plate potential* the grid will have a current
flow and this will distort the plate current.

Since t h e ■

plate current is very small near cut-off the power error
introduced by assuming linear characteristics would be
very small.
. The ratio of the average to maximum' and the ratio

-

of the effective to maximum of the plate current c a n •be ’
determined by a Fourier Analysis

I

cycle during conduction is known.

if the portion of a
This conduction inter

val is determined by the grid bias voltage and signal
amplitude.

The average value of plate current

is

limited by the tube plate dissipation rating and plate
Supply voltage

i.

If a plate efficiency is assumed*

T a n g 9 K V Y 9V 1940 , I i t m m T i m g u e h e s t c i h c u i t s ,
pp. 320-32$, The International Textbook Gompanys
Scranton,, Pennsylvania

a

-\ ■
,

;; "I

one can calculate the .permissible average plate current..* •.
The plate current .will flow until the value %
The .plate voltage equation is 2 ^ +

^i n = O,*

m i a )Sin wt.i;

Hence"the effective ao. plate voltage Hp -,b70?(%b

..

mih^’

The power output is Iplpi where these values are the
effective -values of plate voltage and plate current.*

The

power input is %,%%%, where Ei3b is. plate supply voltage •
and Xfo is average plate current..

The plate efficiency is

This value could be over 100 per cent as there"
11Pb1P
Is- some input signal power in the power' output*
If this
efficiency does not approximate the value assumed above # ,,
then a new assumption is required and a new calculation
should be made.
.....The signal power input to the circuit is XpE g i since the plate current flows through the input circuit*

The

over all plate circuit efficiency would be ^ l.
,
«
^bb1P + '15S 1P
,.The'bias required for class B of 0 operation should be
supplied' by some source of de potential such as a battery.
In the ease of the grounded, grid amplifier this bias could
be placed- in either the cathode circuit or the grid circuit,
A portion' of this bias could be obtained by suitably'by*
passed resistors in the grid or cathode circuit*

The

cathode bias resistor would consume considerable power be
cause of the large ,plate current flowing through it,

.

HI&B FREQBmROY DI 8OUS 8 I0#
- This portion of the project:was pot verified, by
laboratory experiment because of the lack of adequate' ;
meter and signal-generating equipment in the Electrical
Engineering Laboratory*, The equipment available wa's not
deemed sufficient to carry on experimental work in the very
high frequency range*..
• .The -mathematical:work above-' will apply here equally
well:*- Tubes- specially constructed for very high frequency
work: should-be used* > These tubes have low inter-electrode
capacities and are so constructed that the transit -Pime- -'/
is- small«/..^Oscillation is a more serious problem in the
very" high frequency- range than in the radio frequency rhnge
One- of the larger difficulties present in"this- range'.'
would be a distortion caused by reactance in the grid ■
circuit^. It l a 'known that any circuit element has both
induct&hce and capacity.. Xf there were enough reactance'''/
’
in the grounding circuit of the grid, this could cause
a quadrature distortion.

That is., this reactance might,

introduce a 90° component into the circuit which wouldbe -large enough to distort the signal.

This could be -

overcome by compensation of the reactances.

Ii'''"''Strong, ''G.!' E.,'"The- "inverted'
July, 1940 * '

if:^^

It is known

-'

that new tubes built especially, for. .grouMecL grid ap«
plications have the grid, grounded internally which would'1
'
remove most oi' this difficulty^

There might be a slight

quadrature distortion because of cathode circuit -r.eae«~ ..
tance> but this would be slight if the cathode circuit
were properly tuned„

■

a W W A B Y OF EE8nDB@
‘ It was found that the. grounded grid amplifier has
distinct advantages and disadvantages as compared: to the
conventional type of amplifier^

A summary of t h e s e •w i l l 'i.

be given here.
The grounded grid circuit requires, more input signal
power.

The actual power required in a conventional circuit

is s m a l l h u t this circuit requires a definite amount, of
power because the output current is present in the input
circuit.

In certain cases.* this might require additional. ,

or stronger sources of signal input power*

This is not a

large disadvantage, because this input power is in phase
with the-, output power * as shown on page 19 g, and is there
fore added to the tube output power*
One important disadvantage of the grounded grid
amplifier is that the cathode must not be grounded.

That

is* difficulty might be encountered in furnishing'.the fila
ment power to a tube where the cathode is not at ae ground
potential.

If the tube is a Filament type * the filament

power source would enter as part of the' input circuit, . If
the tube Is an indirectly heated cathode type, the potential
"

...

between cathode and filament might ..break down the t u b e * , ,
.The most important characteristic of this circuit is.
that it does, not oscillate*

This circuit does not. require

»30the extensive shielding found in other circuits and does
not require neutralisation*

■

This is because t h e grid,

which is- grounded, shields the input circuit from the out
put circuit-and is similar to the shielding produced toy- /:
the screen grid in a tetrode or pentode tube,

Bsutrali=.

zation is always expensive, requires additional circuit '
elements,, is hard to adjust and keep adjusted,• and fre-

'

quently reduces the amplification that is possible,
. Another advantage is the fact that the amplification
always contains the term. (p + 1 ) instead of -p,

A slight

increase in amplification is thereby possible

In line

with this, it should be pointed out that there is no
phase reversal*

This circuit could then, be used in con

junction with the usual circuit, which reverses phase, to
provide a source for push pull amplifiers which required
opposing signals*

,/,

~31' OORClQBIORS ..
It was felt by the author 5 that this work was benefioial'i, in that it shows the comparison between the
.gr-ouiaded. grid circuit and the usual' circuit of amplifiers0
The advantages of the grounded grid c i r c u i t ■seem to
point to high frequency amplification* radio frequency and
.higher*

One specific use seems to b© -an .application of

t h i s 'circuit to high frequency of the modulated t y p e «
The circuit does not distort signals over wide frequency
rangeso
. Recent publications of a semi-technical nature'.
mention the grounded grid circuit in connection with
television*

There are also mentions of special tube '•

construction* where the tube is built specifically for
grounded grid circuits,
■There are. Very few technical references that can
be given on this subject*

Perhaps the subject is too

mew,, and applications too recently found, to have
warranted previous literature,
It is felt that there is much room for further work
along this line* ■ Perhaps with additional equipment and
more recent vacuum tube design a more thorough search of
high frequency possibilities would reveal very interesting
results.

Possibly applications would result which would .

help the future of television- to a. great extent-*
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